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Security!in!our!reality;!objectifies!family!structure,!and!progeny!! Divine!values!to!be!practiced!in!reality;!Till!Death!Do!Us!Part!PERSONALIZATION!!! To!make!the!moment!about!them.! Differentiates!the!couple!from!previously!married!couples;!day!out!of!the!ordinary!








! 49!other!affective!responses.!No!matter!the!affective!response,!the!experience!remains!theirs!because!of!personalization.!!! The!script/scripture!used!helps!viewers!gain!information!on!values!important!to!the!couple,!and!community!values!honored.!The!degree!to!which!couple!and!officiant!adhere!to!a!prescribed!prayer!book!creates!affective!connections!for!some,!most!likely!the!individuals!already!personally!familiar!to!the!practice.!Connections!to!religious!doctrine!vary!according!to!how!one!was!raised.!Alternatively,!as!was!the!case!for!the!both!David!Feder!and!Jean!Genet,!the!officiants!who!practice!in!the!Keys,!there!is!no!set!scripture.!Instead!a!mashing!up!of!scriptures,!to!call!on!many!religious!practices!and!methods!of!belief,!is!the!norm.14!In!these!circumstances,!the!officiant!writes!(or!sets),!in!collaboration!with!the!couple,!the!vocal!script!by!drawing!from!various!sources.!These!sources!are!chosen!by!way!of!the!preparation!process,!where!initiates!and!officiant!get!personal.!The!affective!experienceIstate!is!enhanced!all!parties!feel!a!personal!and!significant!relationship!to!the!words!being!said,!and!are!motived!to!practice!what!was!preached.!!! The!last!column,!the!conceptual!experienceIstate,!is!fundamental!to!the!success!of!ritual!teachings.!Theoretical!questions!seek!to!be!answered,!or!alleviated,!by!ritual!performance.!We!accept!and!perform!rituals!to!satisfy!a!need!for!meaning!and!find!comfort!in!our!walk!through!life.!Weddings!are!bound!to!our!biological!condition!because!the!marriage!structure!is!a!household!staple!and!adds!standards!to!family!life.!Procreation!and!sex!are!unavoidable!topics!and!are!directly!addressed!in!written!scripture;!they!affect!the!will!to!be!married!including!sexual!intricacies.!Weddings!are!designed!to!facilitate!transitions!from!single!to!married,!which!conceptually!satisfies!the!values!we!develop!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!Feder,!David.!Personal!Interview.!!!Genet,!Jean.!Personal!Interview.!
! 50!regard!highly.!In!this!context,!I!use!satisfy!in!the!vague!sense,!which!means!only!the!performance!and!completion!of!prescribed!ceremonial!events.!Satisfaction!comes!from!completion,!the!symbolic!statement!and!icon!of!transition.!Completing!the!wedding!shifts!concepts,!such!as!love,!partnership,!stability,!fidelity,!etc.,!from!existing!only!in!the!mind!to!existing!in!the!mind!and!body.!!! The!location!of!the!ceremony!will!ideally!forever!be!remembered!with!sentiment!and!meaning.!A!visit!to!one’s!wedding!location!is!to!some,!an!experience!to!be!celebrated.!The!location!has!the!potential!to!renew!values!that!were!important!when!the!wedding!happened.!This!is!a!major!difference!between!the!values!inherent!to!wedding!destination!sites!and!those!inherent!to!places!of!worship.!In!the!latter,!the!location/structure!is!a!vehicle!for!values!of!an!established!religious!practice;!the!emblems,!displays,!and!insignia!are!all!tailored!to!connect!with!divinity,!a!religious!community,!and!a!practice!of!devotion.!In!contrast,!wedding!destinations!sites!are!vehicles!for!values!of!ease,!a!picturesque!landscape!to!show!off!significance!of!beauty!and!perfection.!Location,!as!a!model!for!concepts!of!marriage!a!couple!identifies!with,!is!informative!by!appearance!alone.!!! Conceptually,!preparations!facilitate!a!slow!transition!from!single!to!married.!In!some!interviews,!the!process!with!officiant!starts!early,!so!the!ceremonial!event!is!the!conclusion!to!a!longer!process,!versus!having!beginning,!middle,!and!end!all!in!one!moment.!In!other!interviews,!the!preparations!with!officiant!happened!directly!before!the!ceremony.!In!these!cases,!the!ceremony!is!still!longer!than!just!performance,!but!conceptually!the!preparations!are!not!as!poignant!and!therefore!the!specific!teachings!of!preparations!are!not!as!strong.!All!interviewees!stress!the!importance,!in!their!role!as!officiant,!of!establishing!the!foundational!values!grounded!in!the!couple’s!relationship.!
! 51!Once!officiant!enters!the!process,!his/her!symbolic!form!adds!a!cultural!validity!that!cements!matrimony!values!inherent!to!the!couple!to!an!exterior,!vocalized,!and!witnessed!ceremony.!!! Objects!and!gestures!hold!conceptual!weight!because!they!bridge!our!past!to!the!present!and!future.!Materials!and!instructions!pass!the!test!of!time!in!ritual!because!of!repetition!and!pattern;!a!consensus!in!usage!must!occur!and!eventually!a!familiarity!of!practice!arises.!Smashing!a!glass!may!represent!a!historical!specific!of!morning!the!destruction!of!the!Temple!in!Jerusalem,!but!the!smashing!also!conceptually!represents!something!more!complex.!Without!knowledge!of!the!religious!history,!there!is!still!knowledge!that!the!gesture/object!combination!is!done!for!a!purpose!and!is!conceptually!relevant!when!done.!What!smashing!the!glass!means!on!an!individual!level!is!different!compared!to!what!it!means!on!the!cultural!level.!Should!a!couple!identify!with!smashing!the!glass,!whatever!their!reasons,!to!join!in!on!the!tradition!and!feel!the!ancestral!community/motivation,!the!couple!needs!to!smash!the!glass.!!! Religious!practice!relies!on!conceptual!power.!Belief!is!a!concept!and!without!an!attachment!to!a!belief!system,!there!is!no!drive!for!a!practice!or!way!of!sustaining!belief.!Wedding!ceremonies!are!a!practice!and!therefore!require!belief:!on!the!most!basic!level,!that!the!means!bring!the!desired!ends.!Weddings!are!inscribed!not!only!with!belief,!but!also!with!culture,!including!the!legal!system.!The!freedoms!granted!by!government,!concepts!of!life,!liberty!and!the!pursuit!of!happiness!are!complicated!by!the!binding!legal!documents!of!matrimony.!“Till!death!do!us!part”!implies!a!specific!duration!of!time,!and!conceptually!hints!at!experiences!to!come,!during!that!length!of!time,!where!the!phrase!could!be!put!to!the!test.!However,!this!phrase,!which!is!part!of!a!larger!view!on!proper!marriage!conduct,!is!






! 56!Wedding!destinations!are!part!of!the!show!and!the!performance:!to!show!the!best!side!of!all!families!involved,!and!entertain!the!guests.!The!couple,!families,!and!guests!are!a!displaced!community.!This!means!that!while!they!are!enjoying!the!beauties!of!the!world,!they!are!not!in!their!hometown!and!therefore!not!seeking!to!establish!their!changed!identity!in!the!place!they!will!together!reside.!Those!attending,!the!guests,!are!meant!to!enjoy!themselves!above!all!else.!They!come!together!to!get!some!sun!and!support!the!couple!in!their!celebration!and!endeavor.!However,!the!concerns!of!life!beyond!the!ceremony!are!hidden!behind!white!sand,!booze,!food,!music,!and!dancing.!Being!away!from!home!helps!to!keep!the!secrets!locked!away.!The!moment!is!of!utmost!importance.!The!values!and!duties!of!matrimony!blur!away!into!the!temporary!utopia!that!has!been!paid!for.!!! Included!in!these!wedding!destination!packages!is!the!officiant,!or!the!instructor!who!knows!how!to!complete!the!ceremony.!In!the!Florida!Keys,!these!are!locals.!The!majority!of!officiants!in!the!Keys!are!boat!captains,!but!others!include!the!few!priests!and!ministers!who!enjoy!officiating!and!do!it!for!the!pay,!as!well!as!hotel!managers!and!city!officials!who!are!authorized!to!do!so.!It!is!common!for!the!officiant!to!be!a!friend!of!the!hotel!or!boat!owner.!Because!of!the!water!surrounding!the!Keys,!boat!captains!can!marry!off!shore,!in!uncharted!territory,!if!they!are!a!registered!Justice!of!the!Peace.!Few!of!the!officiants!in!the!Keys!attend!religious!services!regularly!or!consider!themselves!an!active!part!of!a!specific!religious!community.!In!my!case!studies,!the!officiants!“fell!into”!the!business!because!of!their!geographic!location,!people!they!know,!and!the!abundance!of!wedding!ceremonies!year!round.!!! Below,!I!will!analyze!two!interviews!with!officiants!of!the!Florida!Keys.!In!these!case!studies,!I!found!that!the!officiants!set!out!to!accomplish!what!the!location!sells:!a!stress!free!
! 57!celebration.!Their!image!is!associated!with!the!geographic!location,!and!to!a!certain!extent,!their!role!must!continue!to!play!the!part.!Both!subjects!illuminated!their!similar!desires!to!provide!the!couple!with!that!they!paid!for:!a!quick!and!fun!ceremony!that!legally!binds!them,!words!and!gestures!sealing!the!union!in!the!holy!realm!and/or!with!a!higher!power,!and!a!performance!in!front!of!family!and!friends.!The!officiant!is!needed!for!the!first!two,!but!just!a!time!and!place!for!the!last.!According!to!the!officiants,!this!higher!power!the!couple!takes!oath!under!ranges!from!faith!in!Winnie!the!Poo!to!God!and!Christ!and!His!people.!All!wedding!ceremonies!require!a!marriage!license!for!the!union!to!be!legally!binding.!But!not!all!wedding!celebrations!need!to!be!legalized;!the!officiant!is!needed!for!the!Man!and!Woman!to!be!officially!married,!but!not!to!show!their!dedication!to!each!other!in!front!of!their!family!and!peers.!However,!wedding!packages!that!include!a!wedding!destination!advertise!the!crucial!nature!of!the!role!of!the!officiant.!They!do!not!specify!what!their!role!is!and!what!it!brings!to!the!wedding!ceremony!as!a!whole.!The!desire!of!the!individuals!to!be!recognized!as!a!family!by!state!and!holy!law!would!require!an!officiant!figure.!But!the!desire!of!individuals!to!celebrate!their!love!and!happiness!with!close!family!and!friends!can!be!paid!for,!performed,!and!remembered!without!the!officiants!role.!This!would!not!be!considered!a!marriage,!but!instead!a!party.!It!seems!logical!that!wedding!patterns!of!today,!particularly!white!wedding!patterns,!embrace!the!celebratory!elements!more!directly,!and!include!the!officiant!as!a!way!to!remain!religiously!and!historically!legitimate.!Performance!is!not!enough!when!laws!are!involved!in!the!rite!of!passage.!!During!the!marriage!ceremony!at!a!wedding!destination,!the!seriousness!of!the!couple!in!their!marriage!endeavor!is!less!centered!on!the!realities!they!will!be!facing!and!more!directed!towards!the!worryIfree!life!they!imagine!(the!life!sold!to!us!in!









































! 76!No,!never.!A!chuppah!is!required,!just!some!sort!of!canopy!held!up!by!some!sort!of!poles.!!!! Chilton!and!Nelson!identify!with!a!specific!religious!practice!and!institution.!Chilton!follows!the!words!in!The'Book'of'Common'Prayer!and!Nelson!is!a!rabbi,!a!teacher!and!leader!of!Jewish!customs!and!traditions.!However,!only!Nelson!has!specifics!when!it!comes!to!place,!but!this!place!is!not!necessarily!architectural,!it!does!not!need!to!be!a!permanent!establishment.!For!Nelson,!Jewish!custom!prescribes!him!to!officiate!under!a!chuppah,!which!only!a!canopy!and!the!poles!to!hold!up!the!canopy.!Nelson!is!flexible!in!materials!used,!size,!how!it!was!built,!etc.,!all!that!needs!to!be!is!a!covering!under!which!the!ceremony!can!be!conducted.!! Chilton!is!less!specific!about!requirements!for!place.!In!the!Anglican!community,!the!location!for!weddings!is!not!limited!to!the!house!of!worship,!but!these!sanctuaries!are!designed!to!bring!values!of!the!church!to!the!people!who!follow.!Therefore,!as!Chilton!states,!it!is!usually!the!case!for!the!ceremony!to!happen!in!the!church,!but!not!mandated.!All!that!is!mandated!is!“At!the!time!appointed,!the!persons!to!be!married,!with!their!witnesses,!assemble!in!the!church!or!some!other!appropriate!place”!(1979!Book!of!Common!Prayer).!Time!and!place!are!acknowledged!with!out!any!further!specifics,!and!the!place!is!specified!based!on!appropriateness.!Chilton!recognizes!how!place!is!up!to!the!discretion!of!the!couple,!but!ultimately!his!role!as!officiant!has!power!in!determining!appropriateness!of!place.!!!
2.#What#is#the#average#time#between#first#meeting#the#couple#and#the#ceremony?#What#
are#important#conversations#to#be#had#during#this#preparation#period?#CHILTON:!This!will!vary;!it!could!be!a!year,!or!even!more.!It!would!be!a!minimum!of!a!month!or!six!weeks.!I!have!very!occasionally!done!a!wedding!in!shorter!time!than!that,!but!very!occasionally.!I’ve!done!that!for!people!about!to!be!deployed!overseas!or!those!coming!back!from!overseas.!!
! 77!I!like!to!know!how!they!became!acquainted!with!one!another.!How!grounded!their!relationship!is!and!when!they!decided!they!wanted!to!become!married,!and!what!led!to!that!consideration.!So!for!that!reason,!what!I!am!looking!for!is!a!mature,!emotional!decision!on!their!part.!If!you!counsel,!there!should!be!no!surprises.!I’ve!had!to!say!to!couples!that!you!have!to!make!sure!a!previous!divorce!is!final!before!you!go!on.!Even!if!you!feel!no!longer!married,!but!you!actually!have!not!to!be!married!and!need!a!marriage!license!to!do!it!legally.!Often!the!problem!when!people!approach!me!late!in!the!day!and!late!into!planning,!is!that!they!have!read!these!wedding!guides.!I!have!not!encountered!a!wedding!guide!that!has!figured!out!what!the!role!of!the!officiant!is!at!the!wedding.!!!!NELSON:!Four!to!six!months.!In!that!time!I!prefer!to!see!them!probably!twice.!Typically!I!will!spend!an!hour!to!an!hour!and!a!half,!two!times!before!the!ceremony.!That!varies!greatly!because!if!they!are!complete!strangers!and!I’ve!never!met!them!this!will!be!the!only!time,!just!two!or!three!hours!before!the!ceremony!split!into!two!meetings.!If!they!are!friends!of!the!family!the!wedding!preparation!meetings!are!part!of!an!ongoing!relationship.!!! First!we!talk!about!what!plans!they’ve!made.!I!describe!the!traditional!ceremony!and!they!ask!questions:!“can!we!do!this!and!that,!do!we!have!to!do!this?”!type!thing.!We!then!talk!about!how!they!met,!especially!with!strangers!I!want!to!get!to!know!them!a!little!bit.!So!I’ll!ask!questions!like!“tell!me!how!you!met,”!“tell!me!your!favorite!things!about!each!other”!to!get!some!sense!of!the!kind!of!relationship!they!have.!!I’ve!also!had!several!weddings!where!I!have!known!one!of!the!parties!and!not!the!other.!In!that!case,!I!come!into!the!relationship!being!well!acquainted!with!one!party!and!not!the!other.!But!my!time!with!them!is!split!between!the!mechanics!of!planning!the!ceremony!and!the!more!difficult!and!important!task!of!getting!to!know!them.!Partially!so!that!I!can!do!a!little!bit!of!very!informal!premarital!counseling!and!partially!so!that!I!can!have!something!to!say!–!because!I!think!it!is!very!important.!Maybe!because!I!do!so!few!weddings,!I!don’t!have!a!canned!wedding!speech,!or!two!or!three!canned!wedding!speeches.!Really!each!one!is!tailored!to!who!this!couple!is,!what!they!like,!how!they!met,!how!long!they’ve!known!each!other,!their!professions!–!it!is!very!personal.!!!! In!comparison!to!wedding!practices!of!the!Florida!Keys,!the!time!between!officiant!and!couple!first!meeting!and!the!start!of!the!wedding!ceremony!differ!vastly.!For!Chilton!and!Nelson,!this!is!a!counseling!period,!a!time!when!they!can!meet!with!the!couple,!leisurely,!and!establish!a!personal!relationship!to!them.!Like!officiants!in!the!Keys,!Chilton!and!Nelson!use!this!time!to!inform!themselves!of!what!the!couple!holds!valuable!to!their!relationship.!This!information!is!used!in!the!personalization!of!the!ceremony,!in!the!





























/ All!ritual!practices!identify!with!categories!and!labels,!experienceIrelated!semantic!meanings.!These!meanings!drive!individuals!to!make!choices!regarding!what!best!suits!the!motives!and!needs!for!performing!the!wedding!service.!All!interviewees!display!knowledge!of!what!categorical!labels!represent!to!the!greater!social!and!cultural!realm.!How!these!categories!affect!the!choreographic!choices!of!officiant!and!wedding!service!details!depends!on!the!personal!preferences!of!individuals!involved!in!the!creation!and!performance!processes.!!! It!is!natural!for!labels!and!categories!to!bleed!into!the!tendencies!of!a!practice.!Tradition!and!religion!are!cultural!in!that!their!definitions!are!secondary!to!their!practice:!superficial!terms!describing!a!practice!only!hint!at!the!affective,!conceptual,!and!pragmatic!experiences!undergone.!The!actions!are!defined!by!our!semantic!and!psychological!preferences!but!completed!somatically,!by!the!mind,!body,!and!cultural!relationships.!As!emphasized!throughout!this!paper,!meaning!and!values!are!transmitted!by!actions,!not!semantic!terms.!!! Therefore,!examples!of!practices!from!officiants!are!meant!to!inform!us!of!the!values!and!needs!behind!the!semantic!specifics!and!categorical!inclinations.!This!information!is!then!applied!to!the!idealItype!chart.!When!the!needs!and!values!of!wedding!practices!are!inserted!into!the!idealItype!formula,!the!information!gained!adds!to!an!objective!picture!for!wedding!practices!and!purposes.!For!example,!Feder!and!Genet!are!prone!to!including!sentimental!symbols!and!prose/verse!that!represent!fundamentals!of!the!couple’s!relationship.!Some!may!label!the!editing!and!rewriting!of!scripture!as!alternative'or!a!variation!on!traditional'histories.!From!our!chart,!we!know!that!personalization!in!wedding!
! 89!ceremonies!has!pragmatic,!affective,!and!conceptual!seeds!for!action!and!also!pragmatic,!affective,!and!conceptual!residue!in!motives!and!desires.!Personalized!edits!to!the!wedding!service!therefore!retain!what!the!alternative'category!includes,!but!as!an!affect,!not!a!cause.!The!intent!of!personalization!is!not!to!create!an!alternative!service,!but!rather!create!a!category!of!unique!and!distinctive!features!to!separate!the!couple!from!their!community.!
Alternative'is!still!an!applicable!category,!but!what!alternative!is!defined!against!is!an!ideal,!rather!than!a!subjective!viewpoint!on!a!semantic!specific.!!! Objective!viewpoints!are!gained!only!because!the!idealItype!shows!how!personalization,!and!other!wedding!service!fundamentals,!manifest!as!needs!and!desires.!These!needs!and!desires!are!universal!to!all,!rooted!in!our!need!for!meaning!and!our!need!for!communication,!which!prompts!performance!and!ritual!practices.!All!interviews!have!proved!the!truth!to!ritual!fundamentals;!no!wedding!occurs!without!including!all!fundamentals,!to!varying!degrees.!The!interviews!also!prove!how!ritual!teachings!are!transmitted.!Because!all!experienceIstates!were!always!present,!ritual!teachings!enter!all!experienceIstates!and!create!new!motives,!desires,!and!needs!for!future!questions!and!actions!out!of!the!blending.!! Ritual!is!an!idealItype!for!ways!of!living.!It!provides!insight!into!what!could'be,!and!the!ways!to!get!it.!Should!a!specific!end!be!desired,!the!means!are!available.!Alternatively,!if!a!specific!end!is!meant!to!be!avoided,!the!means!of!avoiding!are!also!available.!All!life!choices!and!possibilities!are!defined!by!ritual!as!an!idealItype.!Reflecting!on!personal!ritual!choices!and!desires,!and!what!they!have!satisfied,!lends!to!the!objective!knowledge!for!cultural!realities!and!standards!of!living.!
! 90!! With!the!interviews,!I!was!confronted!by!the!challenge!of!having!to!pick!and!choose!actions!and!decisions!described!by!officiants!for!the!purpose!of!my!analysis.!Inherent!in!every!decision!of!the!ritual!actors!is!the!idealItype.!All!possibilities!exist!within!the!choices!of!an!idealItype!framework.!For!these!reasons,!specific!choices!of!the!officiant!are!not!the!information!that!would!lead!us!to!an!objective!view!of!the!purpose!for!the!wedding!service.!Rather,!this!information!shows!that!regardless!of!detail!in!choice,!the!fundamentals!are!always!present!and!therefore!the!specifics!of!the!wedding!service!are!acted!on!to!fulfill!the!greater!need!of!ritual!action!and!cultural!traits.!In!doing!so,!the!officiate!and!individuals!fulfill!their!individual!purposes!and!needs,!learning!from!what!satisfies!and!what!is!left!yearning!for!more.!Consider!other!ceremonies!and!performances!such!as!a!birth,!funeral,!baptism,!and!puberty.!These!all!have!a!unique!and!significant!role!in!illuminating!paths!of!the!future,!of!fulfilling!a!present!or!future!need.!Ideally,!the!form!of!the!idealItype!for!weddings!would!be!applicable!to!other!ceremonies!in!gathering!information!about!the!desires!of!a!culture,!through!the!details!in!the!rites!performed.!All!rites!have!framework!fundamentals!and!our!experiences!are!universally!madeIup!of!pragmatic,!conceptual,!and!affective!relics.!What!a!culture!requires!from!the!moment!of!the!rite!is!directly!indicative!to!the!cultural!trends,!belief!systems,!and!motives!of!action:!the!ideology!and!utopias!that!comprise!the!phenomenology!of!the!rite!and!ideals!of!the!people.!A!marriage!is!a!pact!with!the!divine,!God,!the!unknown!–!a!greater!force!not!manifested!in!society!or!culture,!but!something!void!of!human!experience!and!greater!than!the!life!cycle.!However,!regardless!of!subscription!to!belief!or!devotion!to!the!pact,!people!get!married.!!
! 91!Marriage!is!romantic.!The!increased!levels!of!sentimentality!and!symbolism!attach!themselves!to!advertising!campaigns,!reflecting!back!to!us!our!extreme!utopias!corresponding!to!the!purpose!and!desires!the!marriage!institution!fulfills.!There!are!three!needs!backing!marriage!practices!in!our!contemporary!history:!need!for!meaning,!need!for!communication,!and!need!for!organizing!biological!truths.!Weddings!effectively!can!fulfill!all!three,!but!only!in!the!celebratory!moment.!When!conceptual,!affective,!and!pragmatic!experiences!are!active!at!once.!As!is!the!case!with!wedding!ceremonies,!the!lines!of!distinction!between!them!blur.!This!is!part!of!the!phenomenology!of!the!ritual!–!its!way!of!inhabiting!all!realms!of!existence!while!satisfying!the!cultural!and!communal!needs!of!a!moment.!The!performance!aspect!of!marriage!is!unmistakable.!Aside!from!being!a!rite!reliant!on!witnesses,!marriage!is!one!of!the!only!contemporary!ritual!practices!to!join!an!individual!directly!to!another!individual.!The!bond!is!conceptual,!aside!from!the!legal!documents!involved!in!matrimony.!In!our!contemporary!present,!the!governing!body!has!less!control!of!personal!freedoms.!Aside!from!reproductive!debates,!sexual!preferences!are!free!to!act!without!rule!from!a!higher!power.!Therefore!the!individual!has!more!agency;!more!control!in!the!choices!of!cultural!and!sexual!ties!intrinsic!in!weddings.!Contemporary!rituals!have!further!categorized!cultural!and!divine!manifestations.!Freedoms!and!needs!are!diverging!from!a!common!source!of!power,!dispersing!their!influence!among!all!social!and!spiritual!commitments.!The!unique!significance!of!marriage!on!the!pragmatic!level!is!decreasing,!but!as!shown!through!white!wedding!practices,!the!symbolic,!affective,!and!sentimental!levels!are!increasing.!!
! 92!! !When!the!celebration!is!over,!fulfillment!of!our!needs!is!less!poignant!because!needs!are!categorized!back!into!daily!life.!Fulfillment!is!difficult!without!the!elevated!nature!ritual!action!creates.!It!is!easy!to!categorize!daily!habits!and!necessities!with!the!experience!they!provide!to!our!overall!preferences!and!individualities.!But!ritual!practices!do!not!play!out!the!same!way!as!mundane!habits.!The!experience!provided!by!ritual!action,!specifically!performance!ritual,!lends!itself!to!the!identity!of!the!entire!practicing!body.!Therefore,!ritual!teachings!must!comfort!the!practicing!body,!satisfying!their!needs!continuously!but!also!temporarily.!We!owe!a!thank!you!to!the!temporary!nature!of!ritual!satisfaction.!Otherwise!our!standards!for!cultural!norms!and!divine!obligations!would!remain!frozen!and!passive,!unchallenged!or!changed!through!time.!Instead,!we!naturally!organized!our!minds!and!bodies!into!a!practice!that!accept!standards!and!challenges!them!at!the!same!time;!that!incorporates!past!teachings!only!to!uncover!new!ones.!Our!search!for!meaning!is!not!a!quest!for!a!direct!answer,!but!a!choice!to!follow,!or!not!follow,!the!previous!footprints!that!guide!to!the!promised!belief.!!Ritual!action!brings!shifts!in!communal!consciousness,!attitudes!and!desires,!practices!and!ideals.!Performance!ties!us!to!old!patterns!and!pushes!us!into!new!ones.!Wedding!traditions!will!always!be!motivated!by!our!need!for!meaning!and!our!needs!for!connection,!but!they!ways!our!motivations!manifest!are!forever!in!flux.!Because!ritual!can!bring!a!shift!in!cultural!consciousness,!we!remain!at!the!whim!of!the!greater!scheme!of!performance.!Therefore,!participating!in!ritual!action!has!the!reward!of!adding!our!individualities!and!preferences!into!the!mix,!a!contribution!to!the!recipe.!!!!
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